INSECTS
Keep insects out of your home by avoiding the scenarios listed below

Living Room
- Food spills on furniture and between cushions, carpets, appliances
- Uncovered food left out overnight
- Dirty dishes, utensils and containers left out overnight
- Food remnants and food wrappers in ashtrays and/or trash baskets
- Cluttered cardboard, papers, junk scattered on floor and furniture
- Cracks in and around walls, behind bookcases, on built-in shelves not sealed

Kitchen
- Food spills and crumbs left on counters, floors and around appliances
- Smelly foods left in trash for several days – trash can not cleaned regularly with disinfectant
- Paper grocery bags stored in cupboard
- Wet areas created by dripping pipes, condensation or spills
- Refrigerator drip pan not emptied regularly – water left sitting in open containers or not drained out of sink and dishwasher
- Food left in open or poorly sealed containers – pet food left uncovered overnight
- Cracks in and around walls, cabinets, or counter tops left unsealed
- Dirty dishes left piled in the sink
- No cleaning or vacuuming under and behind appliances
- Poorly sealed and bagged vegetables stored in dark, damp cupboards

Basement
- Cluttered cardboard, papers, and junk scattered on floor
- Damp spots left untouched and water leaks unrepaird
- Trash cans not cleaned and disinfected regularly
- Stocks of foods and dry or paper goods not used and rotated regularly
- Entry points for allergen-bearing insects and vermin, with remains and droppings not removed